
Basic Description
La Academia de Yaguez is special. A school devoted to 
helping "las alteradas," people with special powers and re-
quirements. A home for these unique individuals, where they 
share what they have learned and band together to make a 
difference. And a place of rivalry, rage, and romance. 
This perfect manor, with its elegantly laid out gardens and 
fountain, its beautiful facade, and its picturesque nearby 
forest, holds secrets and conflicts galore within its walls. 
Hidden passages reveal new chambers—perfect for trysts 
or for experiments, alike. A simple gymnasium becomes a 
training chamber for a team of battle-hardened heroes...
and a great way to vent frustrations. The faculty members 
of this Academia are their own greatest allies, and their own 
bitterest enemies.
It is among this place of science, of power, of beauty, and of 
simmering tension that our story unfolds, the secrets kept 
by the building itself standing as nothing against the secrets 
within the burning hearts of these heroes..

The Show
Now 70 episodes into its run, La Casa del Átomo has been beloved 
for focusing on a superhero drama in all the right ways—fewer mind-
numbing clashes, more kissing. Over the years, the show wove a complex 
mythology, to the point that almost no viewer is entirely clear on what 
is going on. The rivalry between Doctor Carlos Yaguez and his old foe 
(and perhaps...more?) Enrique Leonforte has been the beating heart of 
the show—but now, everyone believes Doctor Yaguez is dead, killed at 
the hands of a figure only known as La Ladrona Infinita! In his absence, 
Enrique Leonforte has taken up stewardship of the school, much to the 
chagrin and mistrust of Yaguez's faculty! And last episode, we still saw 
the armored gauntlet of La Ladrona Infinita gripping one of the mansion's 
balustrades...

 
 

NPCs
Enrique Leonforte (Gravitico)
The new headmaster of La Academia, but once one of its greatest foes. 
Still in mourning over the death of Yaguez. Enrique believes that the 
empowered teachers and students of La Academia deserve to occupy 
positions of power in the world...but he now tries to honor Yaguez's vision 
of unity and cooperation. His gravity-control powers are unrivaled.
Hook: A PC who either truly honors Yaguez's legacy, or who proves the 
superiority of las alteradas, gains control of Enrique.
Move: When you ask Enrique to resolve an argument in your favor, lose 
control of him and he does. The issue is settled, as far as he is concerned.
Martina (Culpeo)
One of La Academia's greatest warriors. Bitter enemy of Enrique. She 
believes he can never be trusted and must be deposed, and she's willing 
to use her invincibility and spirit knives if she has to.
Hook: A PC who fights against Martina, win or lose, gains control of her.
Move: When you ask Martina to thrash someone, she'll seek them out 
and attack them. 
Joaquín Verde (Mariposa de Fuego)
Joaquín was Yaguez's protégé and fellow telepath. He might be more 
powerful than the Doctor. Now, he is torn between his secret love for 
Martina and his secret love for Socorro.
Hook:  A player who helps Joaquín culminate his secret feelings gains 
control of him.
Move: When you ask Joaquín about someone else's secrets, lose control 
of him and he will read their mind, answering three questions truthfully.
Socorro Nieves (Beso Carmesí)
Socorro was the team leader of La Academia's faculty, but she blames 
herself for the death of Yaguez. She has been distraught and almost non-
functional ever since. 
Hook:  A player who gets Socorro to smile gains control of her.
Move: When you ask Socorro to make a sacrifice for you, she will, but in 
a widely destructive fashion.

How to Use This Playset
1. Read the Basic Description and “The Show” out loud.
2. Introduce brief summaries of the NPCs and Locations
3. Run through character creation, all the way through connections

NOTE: If anyone wants to play any of the faculty as a PC—let 
them!
4. Ask each playbook the appropriate question from the playset
5. Give each player one of the “Previous Episodes” prompts
6. Ask the table the “Bottom Line” questions
7. Read the triggers for the playset’s special moves
8. Conduct the introduction, describing the opening credits of the 

show including music and individual images. Have the players 
interject with the individual images their characters participate 
in during the introduction.
NOTE: PCs in this playset are the faculty members of La 

Academia. Make sure they frame their playbooks around that—El 
Jefe's goons might be students! La Empleada might be custodial 
staff! 
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How to Use This Playset
1. Read the description on the left textbox and The Show out loud.
2. Introduce brief summaries of the NPCs and Locations
3. Run through character creation, all the way through connections

NOTE: If anyone wants to play any of the faculty as a PC—let them!
4. Ask each playbook the appropriate question from the playset
5. Give each player one of the “Previous Episodes” prompts
6. Ask the table the “Bottom Line” questions
7. Read the triggers for the playset’s special moves
8. Conduct the introduction, describing the opening credits of the show 

including music and individual images. Have the players interject 
with the individual images of their characters.

The Show
Now 70 episodes into its run, La Casa del Átomo has been beloved for 
focusing on a superhero drama in all the right ways—fewer mind-
numbing clashes, more kissing. Over the years, the show wove a 
complex mythology, to the point that almost no viewer is entirely clear 
on what is going on. The rivalry between Doctor Carlos Yaguez and his 
old foe (and perhaps...more?) Enrique Leonforte has been the beating 
heart of the show—but now, everyone believes Doctor Yaguez is dead, 
killed at the hands of a figure only known as La Ladrona Infinita! In his 
absence, Enrique Leonforte has taken up stewardship of the school, 
much to the chagrin and mistrust of Yaguez's faculty! And last episode, 
we still saw the armored gauntlet of La Ladrona Infinita gripping one 
of the mansion's balustrades...

Just a real quick thing...
Just before going through relationships, let the table know that soon 
it’ll be time to do the introduction, a quick set of images and ideas 
overlayed over music.  This can feel kind of stressful, but having the 
time to get some ideas in their minds should help!  All each player must 
provide is a quick image of their character having a moment in the 
introduction, perhaps smiling coyly, perhaps looking dastardly.
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La Academia de Yaguez is special. A school 
devoted to helping "las alteradas," people 
with special powers and requirements. A 
home for these unique individuals, where 
they share what they have learned and band 
together to make a difference. And a place of 
rivalry, rage, and romance. 
This perfect manor, with its elegantly laid 
out gardens and fountain, its beautiful fa-
cade, and its picturesque nearby forest, holds 
secrets and conflicts galore within its walls. 
Hidden passages reveal new chambers—
perfect for trysts or for experiments, alike. 
A simple gymnasium becomes a training 
chamber for a team of battle-hardened 
heroes...and a great way to vent frustrations. 
The faculty members of this Academia are 
their own greatest allies, and their own 
bitterest enemies.
It is among this place of science, of power, of 
beauty, and of simmering tension that our 
story unfolds, the secrets kept by the building 
itself standing as nothing against the secrets 
within the burning hearts of these heroes..

Playset Questions
La Belleza: You've had emotional interactions with La Ladrona 
Infinita—they make your heart run faster every time they're near. What 
token of theirs do you wear that maybe you should keep hidden? 
El Caballero: You were recruited as Enrique's right hand to help keep 
La Academia in line. What does he have over you that made you agree?
La Doña: You were the last person to speak with Doctor Carlos Yaguez 
before he died. What terrible secret did he tell you?
La Empleada: You stumbled upon a chamber hidden on the grounds 
as you performed your duties. Why are you terrified to tell anyone?
El Jefe: You thought you would be the inheritor of Doctor Yaguez's 
leadership. What piece of evidence do you have to prove your claim?
El Gemelo: Doctor Yaguez took something from your twin, and used 
his telepathy to make them forget. What did he take? How did you find 
out? Why do you want it?

Previous Episodes
 ͪ Tell us a former faculty member who left after Yageuz's death.
 ͪ Tell us a moment of shocking intimacy between two supposed foes.
 ͪ Tell us something the audience saw La Ladrona Infinita hide on the 
grounds.

 ͪ Tell us where Doctor Yaguez's personal computer and ID pass are 
hidden.

Bottom Lines
For these questions, ask everyone at the table. More than one 
person can volunteer information on these.

 ͪ Who opposes Enrique's control of the academy?
 ͪ Who helped hide Doctor Yageuz's real body?
 ͪ Who secretly believes Enrique's philosophy?

With a new headmaster in 
charge and La Ladrona Infinita 
still prowling, the fate of La Casa 
del Átomo remains uncertain...



NPCs
Enrique Leonforte (Gravitico)
The new headmaster of La Academia, but once one of its greatest 
foes. Still in mourning over the death of Yaguez. Enrique believes 
that the empowered teachers and students of La Academia 
deserve to occupy positions of power in the world...but he 
now tries to honor Yaguez's vision of unity and cooperation. His 
gravity-control powers are unrivaled.

 ͪ Hook: A PC who either honors Yaguez's legacy, or who proves 
the superiority of las alteradas, gains control of Enrique.

 ͪ Move: When you ask Enrique to resolve an argument in your 
favor, lose control of him and he does. The issue is settled, as 
far as he is concerned.

Martina (Culpeo)
One of La Academia's greatest warriors. Bitter enemy of Enrique. 
She believes he can never be trusted and must be deposed, and 
she's willing to use her invincibility and spirit knives if she has to.

 ͪ Hook: A PC who fights Martina gains control of her.
 ͪ Move: When you ask Martina to thrash someone, she'll seek 
them out and attack them. 

Joaquín Verde (Mariposa de 
Fuego)
Joaquín was Yaguez's protégé and fellow telepath. He might 
be more powerful than the Doctor. Now, he is torn between his 
secret love for Martina and his secret love for Socorro.

 ͪ Hook: A player who helps Joaquín culminate his secret 
feelings gains control of him.

 ͪ Move: When you ask Joaquín about someone else's secrets, 
lose control of him and he will read their mind, answering 
three questions truthfully.

Socorro Nieves (Beso Carmesí)
Socorro was the team leader of La Academia's faculty, but she 
blames herself for the death of Yaguez—her laser-scream failed 
him. She's been distraught and almost non-functional ever since. 

 ͪ Hook: A player who gets Socorro to smile gains control of her.
 ͪ Move: When you ask Socorro to make a sacrifice for you, she 
will, but in a widely destructive fashion.

LOCATIONS

The Training Room
Colors: Chrome silver
Scents: Smoke, ozone, cracked stone
Motifs: Hidden traps, holograms

The Fountain
Colors: Blue, white marble
Scents: Chlorine, cut grass
Motifs: Sweat, laughter, sunshine

The Faculty Rec Room
Colors: Deep greens, dark reds
Scents: Smoke, liquor
Motifs: Clinking glasses, whispers 

Introduction:
For La Casa del Átomo, aim for songs that are poppy, action-oriented 
and exciting. Invigorating songs with some synth, or maybe violins.

Instrumental:
Explosive by Bond

Vocal Tracks:
La Zona Fantasma by Aviador Dro
Fuera de la Ley by Platino

Details for Introduction
Begin with a shot of the manor from above, marble and fountains 
and perfect hedgerows, with people walking the grounds...before 
the camera plunges into secret chambers hositing a jet, massive 
computers, and a holographic training room!

 ͪ A shot shows several faculty members sparring in the training room
 ͪ A shot of fingers tapping keys on a keyboard, lit by a computer 
monitor

 ͪ A shot of kids playing fútbol on the lawn with their powers
 ͪ A shot of a hand lighting up with flame, another hand covered in 
ice, clasping each other affectionately

 ͪ A shot of a superscience gadget being buried in the dirt
 ͪ A shot of a bookshelf opening up onto a room full of beakers and 
vials

Extra Moves
When you invite another faculty member to spar 
in La Academia's training room, they must say yes 
or mark a condition. When you begin to spar in the 
training room, roll with the questions:

 ͪ Are you fighting up close and personal? 
 ͪ Do you let them win?

On a hit, each of you inflicts a condition on the 
other. On a 7-9, choose 1. On a 10+, choose 2.

 ͪ There's real heat between you; if either of you 
takes the opportunity to express your love 
passionately, take a 10+ instead of rolling.

 ͪ You're actually in control of the situation; avoid 
marking a condition.

 ͪ They reveal something in a moment of battle 
that they wish they hadn't; they'll decide what.

On a miss, another faculty member interrupts the 
fight in a surprising and shocking fashion.

When you seek someone else through the mansion's 
secret passages, roll with the questions:

 ͪ Are they seeking you, too?
 ͪ Is no one else trying to interrupt your meeting?

On a hit, you find them. On a 7-9, the GM says 
where. On a 10+, you say where. On a miss, you 
stumble somewhere you wish you hadn't. 


